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Abstract
Let t; n be integers with nX3t: For tX3; we prove that in any family of at least t4 n
2
 
triples
from an n-element set X ; there exist 2t triples A1; B1; A2; B2;y; At; Bt and distinct elements
a; bAX such that Ai-Aj ¼ fag and Bi-Bj ¼ fbg; for all iaj; and
Ai-Bj ¼
Ai  fag ¼ Bj  fbg for i ¼ j;
| for iaj:

When t ¼ 2; we improve the upper bound t4 n
2
 
to 3 n
2
 þ 6n: This improves upon the previous
best known bound of 3:5 n
2
 
due to Fu¨redi. Some results concerning more general
conﬁgurations of triples are also presented.
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
LetF be a family of r-graphs, some member of which is r-partite. A fundamental
theorem due to Erdo¨s states that there exists d ¼ dðFÞ40 such that the maximum
number of edges in an r-graph on n vertices containing no member ofF is OðnrdÞ as
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n-N: The asymptotic order of this maximum, denoted exðn;FÞ; is generally very
difﬁcult to determine. For surveys, we refer the reader to Fu¨redi [7] and to Frankl [5].
In this paper, we consider the above problem for the following speciﬁc classes of r-
graphs.
Deﬁnition. Let X1; X2;y; Xt be t pairwise disjoint sets of size r  1; and let Y be a
set of s elements, disjoint from
S
iA½t	 Xi: Then K
ðrÞ
s;t denotes the r-graph with vertex
set
S
iA½t	 Xi,Y and edge set fXi,fyg: iA½t	; yAYg:
Remark. Note that K
ðrÞ
s;t and K
ðrÞ
t;s are nonisomorphic when rX3 and sat: Our results
apply to both cases, so for simplicity throughout this paper we let tXs:
Deﬁnition. Let frðnÞ be the maximum number of edges in an n vertex r-graph
containing no four edges A; B; C; D with A,B ¼ C,D and A-B ¼ C-D ¼ |:
In the case r ¼ 3; we note that f3ðnÞ ¼ exðn; K ð3Þ2;2 Þ: Erdo+s [3] asked whether frðnÞ ¼
Oðnr1Þ when rX3: Erdo+s and Frankl (unpublished) proved that frðnÞ ¼ Oðnr1=2Þ:
Fu¨redi [6] later answered Erdo+s’ question by the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1 (Fu¨redi). For all integers n; r with rX3 and nX2r;
n  1
r  1
 
þ n  1
r
 
pfrðnÞo3:5
n
r  1
 
:
The lower bound arises from the family of all r-element subsets of ½n	 containing a
ﬁxed element of ½n	 together with an arbitrary family of n1
r
	 

pairwise disjoint r-element
subsets not containing that element. Fu¨redi also observed that if we replace every 5-set
in a Steiner S1ðn; 5; 2Þ family by all its 3-element subsets, then the resulting triple system
has n
2
 
triples and contains no copy of K
ð3Þ
2;2 (for the existence of S1ðn; 5; 2Þ; see [12]).
This slightly improves the lower bound above when r ¼ 3 to n
2
 
: Fu¨redi conjectured
that this construction gives a sharp lower bound when n 
 1; 5 modulo 20, and that the
lower bound in Theorem 1.1 is sharp for rX4 and n sufﬁciently large.
In this paper, we will concentrate on triple systems excluding a copy of K
ð3Þ
2;t and,
more generally, excluding a copy of K
ð3Þ
s;t : This is a common generalization of the
problem of estimating both f3ðnÞ ¼ exðn; K ð3Þ2;2 Þ and exðn; Kð2Þs;t Þ: The latter is a
fundamental open problem in extremal graph theory. Our main result also improves
Fu¨redi’s upper bound for frðnÞ in Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2. Let tX2 and nX3t be integers. Then
exðn; K ð3Þ2;t Þo
3 n
2
 þ 6n for t ¼ 2;
t4 n2
 
for t42:
(
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Moreover, for infinitely many n;
exðn; K ð3Þ2;t ÞX
2t  1
3
n
2
 
:
Remark. The expression exðn; K ð3Þ2;t Þ= n2
 
has a limit gðtÞ as n-N: This follows by
similar arguments to Proposition 6.1 in [6]. By Theorem 1.2, 2t1
3
pgðtÞpt4: It would
be interesting to determine the growth rate of gðtÞ:
Using Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 5.2 in [6] one can easily obtain the following
improvement to Theorem 1.1 (see the remark at the end of Section 4).
Corollary 1.3. Fix rX3: Then frðnÞo3 nr1
 þ Oðnr2Þ:
We will prove the lower bound of Theorem 1.2 in Section 2. In Section 3, we prove
a fundamental lemma which enables us to establish the upper bound of Theorem 1.2
in Section 4.
Generalizing Theorem 1.2 to the larger class K
ð3Þ
s;t for s42 seems more difﬁcult,
and we are not able to determine the order of magnitude of exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ: We prove the
following extension of the result of Erdo+s and Frankl that f3ðnÞ ¼ exðn; K ð3Þ2;2 Þ ¼
Oðn5=2Þ:
Theorem 1.4. Let n=3XtXsX3: Then
exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þocs;tn31=s; ð1Þ
where cs;t depends only on s and t:
The proof of Theorem 1.4 (see Section 5) follows easily from the well-known
bound exðn; Ks;tÞoc0s;tn21=s (see [10]) for graphs. However, we believe that the
exponent 3 1=s in (1) is not the truth for any sX2: Theorem 1.2 shows this for
s ¼ 2: As further evidence, we can also improve (1) when s ¼ 3 (see Section 6). This
proof does not yield improvements for larger values of s:
Theorem 1.5. Let tX3: Then
exðn; K ð3Þ3;t Þoctn13=5;
where ct depends only on t:
In the other direction, we prove the following Theorem in Section 2.
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Theorem 1.6.
exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ4ds;t
½exðn; Ks;tÞ	2
n
:
It is believed (see [7]) that exðn; K ð2Þs;t Þ ¼ Otðn21=sÞ whenever 2pspt; but this has
only been proved for sX2 and t4ðs  1Þ! (see [1,9]). This immediately implies the
following corollary to Theorem 1.6.
Corollary 1.7. If t4ðs  1Þ!40; then
exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ4dtn32=s:
We feel that n32=s is the correct order of magnitude of exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ:
Conjecture 1.8. Let s; t be integers with 2pspt: Then
exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ ¼ Ytðn32=sÞ:
Notations. The symbol ½n	 denotes the set f1; 2;y; ng; and X ðrÞ denotes the family of
all r-sets in set X : We write G for a simple ﬁnite undirected graph, unless indicated
otherwise, and GðA; BÞ to indicate that G is bipartite with parts A and B: The
notation GGðvÞ is used for the set of vertices adjacent to a vertex v in a graph (or
hypergraph) G; eðGÞ is the number of edges in G; degGðvÞ is the number of edges
incident with vertex v in G; and nðGÞ is the number of vertices in G: For any vertex u
of G; we write G  u for the subgraph of G spanned by all edges of G disjoint from u:
Similarly, if E is a set of edges of G; then G  E denotes the subgraph of G spanned
by all edges of G which are not in E: A hypergraph containing no subgraph
isomorphic to a ﬁxed hypergraph F is called F-free.
2. Lower bounds for exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ
In this section, we give lower bounds for the numbers exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ; by showing that
they are related to the bipartite Tura´n numbers exðn; Ks;tÞ ¼ exðn; K ð2Þs;t Þ: We will
establish this relationship using the following construction:
Construction. Let G be any K
ð2Þ
s;t -free bipartite graph, with parts A ¼ fa1; a2;y; ang
and B of size n: Let A0 ¼ fa01; a02;y; a0ng: Deﬁne a 3-partite triple system H on
A,B,A0 whose triples consist of those sets ðai; b; a0jÞ for which aibaj is a path in G:
We write zðn; K ðrÞs;t Þ for the maximum number of edges in an r-partite K ðrÞs;t -free
r-graph in which all parts have size n:
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Proposition 2.1. The triple system H contains no K
ð3Þ
s;t and
zðn; K ð3Þs;t ÞXeðHÞX
1
n
zðn; Ks;tÞ2  zðn; Ks;tÞ:
Proof. Choose G in the above construction to contain zðn; K ð2Þs;t Þ edges. The number
of triples in H is precisely twice the number of paths aibaj in G: Therefore, by the
convexity of binomial coefﬁcients,
eðHÞ ¼ 2
X
vAB
degGðvÞ
2
 
X 2n
eðGÞ=n
2
 
¼ 2nðeðGÞ2=2n2  eðGÞ=2nÞ
¼ eðGÞ2=n  eðGÞ:
Thus H has the required number of edges. We now check that H is K
ð3Þ
s;t -free.
Suppose, for a contradiction, that FCH is isomorphic to K ð3Þs;t : We suppose the
edges of F are fXi,fyg: iA½t	; yAYg; where Y is an s-element set, X1; X2;y; Xt
are t pairwise disjoint 2-element sets, and Y is disjoint from
S
iA½t	 Xi: It is not hard
to see that there exists a 3-partition ofF into parts Z1; Z2 and Z3; each of which is
contained entirely in a distinct part ofH: We suppose jZ1j ¼ s and jZ2j ¼ jZ3j ¼ t:
If Z1CA (Z1CB), then we may assume Z2CB (Z2CA) by symmetry. By the
construction, Z1,Z2 induces a copy of K ð2Þs;t in G; a contradiction. Therefore Z1 ¼
fa01; a02;y; a0sgCA0: By symmetry, we assume Z2CB: Let Z ¼ fa1; a2;y; asg: Then
Z,Z2 induces a copy of K ð2Þs;t in G; a contradiction. This completes the proof of
Proposition 2.1. &
The above proposition immediately gives the following result, by noting the
K
ð2Þ
s;t -free norm graph constructions of Kolla´r et al. [9] for t4ðs  1Þ! (see also [1]),
and the constructions due to Fu¨redi [8] of K2;t-free graphs on n vertices with at least
ðt  1Þ1=2n3=2  cn4=3 edges, where c is a positive constant:
Corollary 2.2. Let s; t be integers with sX2 and t4ðs  1Þ!: Then zðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ ¼
Otðn32=sÞ: Moreover, for all tX2; zðn; K ð3Þ2;t ÞXðt  1Þn2  dn11=6 for some constant
d40:
Proposition 2.1 also establishes the lower bound in Theorem 1.6, since
exð3n; K ð3Þs;t ÞXzðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ and zðn; Ks;tÞX2exðn; Ks;tÞ; where the last inequality can be
found in [2].
Fu¨redi’s construction for exðn; Kð3Þ2;2 Þ can easily be generalized for exðn; K ð3Þ2;t Þ;
thereby improving Proposition 2.1 in the case s ¼ 2: Indeed, consider an S1ðn; 2t þ
1; 2Þ Steiner system (i.e. every pair of elements is contained in precisely one
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ð2t þ 1Þ-set) in which we replace each ð2t þ 1Þ-set by all its 3-element subsets.
The existence of such Steiner systems is established in [12] whenever n ¼ t modulo
tðt  1Þ: The resulting triple system is K ð3Þ2;t -free and the number of triples is
2t þ 1
3
 
2t þ 1
2
 1
n
2
 
¼ 2t  1
3
n
2
 
:
This veriﬁes the lower bound in Theorem 1.2.
3. Main Lemma
In this section, we establish a generalization of a lemma due to Fu¨redi (see Lemma
3.2 in [6]). This enables us to give an upper bound on the number of edges which may
be deleted from a graph to obtain a Ks;t-free subgraph. This lemma will be of
fundamental importance in the proofs of both Theorems 1.2 and 1.5. We begin with
the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition. Let tXsX2; and let G ¼ GðA; BÞ be a bipartite graph. Then Ds;tðGÞ
denotes the s-graph on A,B whose edge set consists of those SAAðsÞ,BðsÞ for which
S lies in a Ks;t in G:
Main Lemma. Let G ¼ GðA; BÞ be a bipartite graph and let tXsX2: Then we may
delete at most ðs þ t  3ÞeðDs;tðGÞÞ edges from G to obtain a Ks;t-free graph.
Proof. We proceed by induction on eðGÞ: For convenience, we write D instead of
Ds;tðGÞ and DE instead of Ds;tðG  EÞ: If eðGÞ ¼ 0; then eðDÞ ¼ 0: We also suppose
G has no isolated vertices. Suppose eðGÞ40: If some edge fAG is in no Ks;t in G
then, by induction, we may remove at most ðs þ t  3ÞeðDf Þ ¼ ðs þ t  3ÞeðDÞ edges
from G  f to delete all Ks;t in G  f ; and hence all Ks;t in G: We therefore assume
every edge of G is contained in a Ks;t in G:
We now aim to deﬁne a nonempty set E of edges of G such that jEjpðs þ t  3Þ
½eðDÞ  eðDEÞ	: Let us see that this will sufﬁce to complete the proof. The induction
hypothesis will apply to G  E: we delete a set E0 of at most ðs þ t  3ÞeðDEÞ edges
from G  E to obtain a Ks;t-free graph. The total number of edges deleted is jEj þ
jE0jpðs þ t  3Þ½eðDÞ  eðDEÞ	 þ ðs þ t  3ÞeðDEÞ ¼ ðs þ t  3ÞeðDÞ: For a contra-
diction, we suppose that no such set E exists. That is, for any nonempty set E of
edges of G;
jEj4ðs þ t  3Þ½eðDÞ  eðDEÞ	: ðÞ
Claim 1. degDðuÞodegGðuÞ for every vertex uAG:
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Proof. Suppose degGðuÞpdegDðuÞ for some uAG: Let E be the set of edges of G
incident with u: Then we certainly have 0ojEj ¼ degGðuÞpdegDðuÞpðs þ t  3Þ
degDðuÞ; as s; tX2: Since no Ks;t in G  E contains u; u is an isolated vertex ofDE : This
implies degDðuÞpeðDÞ  eðDEÞ: Consequently, jEjpðs þ t  3ÞdegDðuÞpðs þ t  3Þ
½eðDÞ  eðDEÞ	; contradicting ðÞ: So degDðuÞodegGðuÞ for every vertex
uAG: &
Fix a vertex uAA; and let B0 ¼ GGðuÞ: Let A1;y; Ak denote the edges of D
incident with u: Let Bi ¼
S
xAAi GGðxÞ for iA½k	; and deﬁne A ¼ fAi: jBijpt  1g
and B to be the hypergraph spanned by the edge set fBi: jBijXtg: Note that BiCB0
for all i as uAAi; and B may have multiple edges.
Claim 2. A ¼ |:
Proof. SupposeAa|: Let Ei be the set of edges from u to Bi; for each iA½k	; and set
E ¼ SAiAA Ei: Since Bia| for each i; we have Ea|: On the other hand
jEjp
X
AiAA
jEij ¼
X
AiAA
jBijpðt  1ÞjAj;
where the last inequality follows from the deﬁnition of A: Suppose AiAA lies in a
Ks;t in G  E: Then Bi contains the part of this Ks;t in B0: However, all edges between
u and Bi lie in E; so these edges are absent in G  E: This implies no AiAA is an edge
in DE ; and hence jEjpðt  1Þ½eðDÞ  eðDEÞ	: This contradicts ðÞ: &
Claim 3. There exists vAB0 such that jfBi: vABigjpjGBðvÞj:
Proof. As each edge of G is in some Ks;t in G andA ¼ |; B0 ¼
S
iA½k	 Bi: By Claim 1,
nðBÞ ¼ jB0j ¼ degGðuÞ4degDðuÞ ¼ eðBÞ: Applying Proposition A.1 to B; there
exists a vertex vAB0 such that
jfBi: vABigj ¼ degBðvÞojGBðvÞj þ 1:
This completes the proof of Claim 3. &
We now deﬁne
E ¼ fvx: xau and vx lies in a Ks;t in G with at least s vertices in B0g:
Let D0 be the subgraph of D induced by B0; and let D0E be the subgraph of DE
induced by B0: If some edge S of D0E is incident with v; then there exists a Ks;t in
G  E containing S: As this Ks;t contains s vertices in B0; all its edges (apart from uv)
incident with v are in E: This contradiction shows v is an isolated vertex in D0E ; and
degD0 ðvÞpeðDÞ  eðDEÞ: It remains to verify that jEjpðs þ t  3ÞdegD0 ðvÞ for E to
contradict ðÞ: This fact is established in the next two claims. For each GðAi; BiÞ with
vABi; select a single edge between v and Ai; distinct from uv: Let the collection of
selected edges be E0; and set E 00 ¼ E  E0:
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Claim 4. jE0jpðs  1ÞdegD0 ðvÞ:
Proof. SinceA ¼ |; every set Ai has at least t common neighbors in B0: This implies
that Bi induces a complete s-graph in D
0; for iA½k	: Therefore
degD0 ðvÞX
[
i: vABi
ðBi  fvgÞðs1Þ

:
By Lemma A.2, applied to the hypergraph B0 with edge set
S
i: vABiðBi  fvgÞ
ðs1Þ;
we ﬁnd
jGBðvÞj ¼
[
i: vABi
ðBi  fvgÞ

pðs  1Þ
[
i: vABi
ðBi  fvgÞðs1Þ

pðs  1ÞdegD0 ðvÞ:
Consequently, by Claim 3 and the deﬁnition of E0;
jE0jpjfBi: vABigjpjGBðvÞjpðs  1ÞdegD0 ðvÞ:
This completes the proof of Claim 4. &
Claim 5. jE00jpðt  2ÞdegD0 ðvÞ:
Proof. Suppose jE00j4ðt  2ÞdegD0 ðvÞ: Then there exists an edge S of D0 incident
with v and a set T of t  1 vertices of A  fug incident with all of S: However, u is
also adjacent to all vertices of S so GðS; T,fugÞ is a Ks;t containing u:
Consequently, vxAE0 for some vertex xAT : This contradicts E0-E00 ¼ |; since we
also have vxAE00 for every xAT : This completes the proof of Claim 5. &
We have shown that jEj ¼ jE0j þ jE00jpðs þ t  3ÞdegD0 ðvÞpðs þ t  3Þ½eðDÞ 
eðDEÞ	; contradicting ðÞ: This completes the proof of the Main Lemma. &
4. Upper bounds for exðn; K ð3Þ2;t Þ
In this section, we establish the upper bounds in Theorem 1.2. For integers q; s; t;
we write K
ð3Þ
q;s;t for the complete 3-partite 3-graph with parts of sizes q; s; t: Our proof
of Theorem 1.2 will use the counting technique from Mubayi [11] together with the
Main Lemma in Section 3. The Main Lemma allows us to remove a small number of
triples that destroy all copies of K
ð3Þ
1;2;t in a K
ð3Þ
2;t -free triple system. An additional
reﬁnement of these ideas allows us to prove that exðn; K ð3Þ2;2 Þo3 n2
 þ 6n:
It is sufﬁcient to restrict our attention to 3-partite triple systems, in view of the
following useful lemma of Erdo+s and Kleitman [4]:
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Lemma 4.1. Let G be a triple system on 3n vertices. Then G contains a 3-partite triple
system, with all parts of size n; and with at least 2
9
eðGÞ triples.
Indeed, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2. Let tX2; nXt; and gðtÞ ¼ t  1=2þ 2ðt  1Þ2 t1
2
 þ 1 : Then
zðn; K ð3Þ2;t Þo
3n2  3
2
n for t ¼ 2;
gðtÞn2 for t42:
8<
:
Let us verify Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 4.2. By adding at most two isolated
vertices to a K
ð3Þ
s;t -free triple systemH on n vertices, we obtain a triple system G such
that nðGÞ is divisible by three. Applying Lemma 4.1, we ﬁnd a 3-partite triple system
G0 with at least 2
9
eðGÞ edges. By Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.1,
2
9
eðHÞ ¼ 2
9
eðGÞpeðG0ÞogðtÞ nðGÞ
3
 2
¼ 1
9
gðtÞnðGÞ2:
Consequently,
eðHÞ ¼ eðGÞp9
2
1
9
gðtÞnðGÞ2
 
p1
2
gðtÞðn þ 2Þ2ot4 n
2
 
:
The last inequality follows by some elementary calculations, using tX3 and nX3t: A
similar argument applies to show that exðn; K ð3Þ2;2 Þo3 n2
 þ 6n:
Before proving Theorem 4.2, we require the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition. Let G1; G2;y; Gn be graphs on the same vertex set. Then
P
iA½n	 Gi
denotes the multigraph in which a pair f of vertices is an edge whenever f is an edge
of some Gi:
Proof of Theorem 4.2. LetH be a 3-partite K
ð3Þ
2;t -free triple system, in which all three
parts have size n: Suppose the parts ofH are each copies of ½n	; labeled A; B; C: For
each iA½n	; let Gi ¼ GiðA; BÞ denote the bipartite graph with edge set
fða; bÞ: aAA; bAB; ða; b; iÞAHg:
Let G ¼PiA½n	 Gi; DðAÞ ¼PiA½n	 DðGiÞ-A and DðBÞ ¼PiA½n	 DðGiÞ-B; where
DðGiÞ-A denotes the subgraph of DðGiÞ ¼ D2;tðGiÞ induced by A; and similarly
for B:
Claim 1. A pair of vertices fa; a0g in Að2Þ,Bð2Þ forms a part of a copy of K2;t in Gi for
at most t  1 integers iA½n	:
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Proof. Suppose some pair fa; a0gAAð2Þ forms a part of a copy of K2;t in Gi for at least
t integers iA½n	; say for iA½t	: Then there exist t vertices b1; b2;y; btAB such that
abia
0 is a path of length two in Gi: However, the set of all edges of the form ða; bi; iÞ
and ða0; bi; iÞ forms a copy of K ð3Þ2;t in H: This is a contradiction, so fa; a0g forms a
part of a copy of K2;t in Gi for at most t  1 integers iA½n	: &
Claim 2. For tX3; DðAÞ and DðBÞ have edge-multiplicity at most ðt  1Þ t1
2
 þ
ðt  1Þ:
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that some edge fa; a0g has edge multiplicity at
least r ¼ ðt  1Þ t12
 þ t in DðAÞ: Without loss of generality, we may assume fa; a0g
is an edge of DðGiÞ-A for each iA½r	: By Claim 1, fa; a0g is contained in a t-set
forming a part of a K2;t in Gi for at least r  t þ 1 integers iA½r	; say for iA½r  t þ 1	:
This gives a set of r  t þ 1 edges in DðBÞ; corresponding to the part of a K2;t in Gi of
size two, for iA½r  t þ 1	: These r  t þ 1 edges together span a multigraph
MCDðBÞ: The pairs of adjacent vertices in M form a part of a K2;t in different
graphs Gi; for iA½r  t þ 1	: Now eðMÞXr  t þ 1 ¼ ðt  1Þ t12
 þ 1 and M has
edge-multiplicity at most t  1 by Claim 1. So we may apply Lemma A.4 (with s ¼ 2
and m ¼ t  1) to M: there exist t vertices b1; b2;y; btAB; each incident with a
different edge of M: Suppose this set of edges is f1; f2;y; ft with fiADðGiÞ for iA½t	:
Then abia
0 is a path of length two in Gi for iA½t	: But then, for each iA½t	; all the
edges ða; bi; iÞ and ða0; bi; iÞ form a copy of K ð3Þ2;t in H: This contradiction veriﬁes
Claim 2 for DðAÞ: Similar arguments apply to show that DðBÞ has edge-multiplicity
at most ðt  1Þ t12
 þ ðt  1Þ: &
For each iA½n	; let G0i ¼ G0iðA; CÞ denote the bipartite graph spanned by the edges
ða; cÞ; aAA; cAC; for which ða; i; cÞ is an edge of H: Let G0 ¼PiA½n	 G0i; D0ðAÞ ¼P
iA½n	 DðG0iÞ-A and D0ðCÞ ¼
P
iA½n	 DðG0iÞ-C: We note, by symmetry and applying
the arguments of Claim 2, that D0ðAÞ and D0ðCÞ have edge-multiplicity at most
ðt  1Þ t1
2
 þ ðt  1Þ for tX3:
Claim 3. We may remove at most 4ðt  1Þ2 t1
2
 þ 1  n
2
 
edges from G,G0 so that,
for all iA½n	; the resulting subgraph of G,G0 contains no K2;t in any Gi or G0i: If t ¼ 2;
we may remove at most 3 n
2
 
edges from G,G0 for the same conclusions.
Proof. Suppose tX3: By Claim 2, no pair of vertices of A or B is an edge in more
than ðt  1Þ t1
2
 þ ðt  1Þ of the graphs DðGiÞ: By the Main Lemma, we may delete
at most ðt  1ÞeðDðGiÞÞ edges from each Gi to obtain a K2;t-free graph. The number
of edges removed from G is therefore at most
ðt  1ÞeðDðAÞÞ þ ðt  1ÞeðDðBÞÞp2 ðt  1Þ2 t  1
2
 
þ ðt  1Þ2
 
n
2
 
:
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A similar argument applies for G0; therefore the total number of edges removed is at
most
4 ðt  1Þ2 t  1
2
 
þ ðt  1Þ2
 
n
2
 
:
Now suppose t ¼ 2: We assert that DðAÞ-D0ðAÞ ¼ | (this is the major new idea
needed to improve the factor in Fu¨redi’s bound from 3.5 to 3). This sufﬁces to prove
Claim 3: as DðAÞ has no multiple edges by Claim 1, the Main Lemma shows that the
number of edges required to delete all K2;2 in Gi and G
0
i is at most
eðDðAÞÞ þ eðD0ðAÞÞ þ eðDðBÞÞ þ eðD0ðCÞÞp jAj
2
 
þ jBj
2
 
þ jCj
2
 
¼ 3 n
2
 
:
Let us prove DðAÞ-D0ðAÞ ¼ |: Suppose, for a contradiction, that fa; a0g is an edge
of DðGiÞ and DðG0jÞ; where a; a0AA: Then there are edges fb; b0gADðGiÞ and
fc; c0gADðG0jÞ such that fa; b; a0; b0g and fa; c; a0; c0g induce quadrilaterals in Gi and
G0j respectively. Now ða; b; iÞ; ða; b0; iÞ; ða0; b0; iÞ; ða0; b; iÞ and ða; j; cÞ; ða; j; c0Þ;
ða0; j; c0Þ; ða0; j; cÞ are all edges of H: These edges form a triple system containing a
copy of K
ð3Þ
2;2 ; a contradiction. This completes the proof of Claim 3. &
We let HG and HG0 denote the subgraphs of G and G
0 obtained by removing all
these edges from G and G0: For vertices x; y in a hypergraph, the codegree of x and y;
written codegðx; yÞ is the number of edges containing both x and y:
Claim 4. eðHGÞoðt  1=2Þn2:
Proof. Suppose eðHGÞXðt  1=2Þn2: Then the number of paths with two vertices in
A and one vertex in B; contained in both HG and some Gi; is exactlyP
ðb;cÞABC
codegðb;cÞ
2
 
: As the average codegree is at least t  1=2; the above
expression is minimized when the codegree of half the pairs is t  1; and the codegree
of the other half of the pairs is t: ThereforeX
ðb;cÞABC
codegðb; cÞ
2
 
X
1
2
t  1
2
 
n2 þ 1
2
t
2
 
n24ðt  1Þ2 n
2
 
:
This implies the existence of a set PCB  C of ðt  1Þ2 þ 1 pairs and a; a0AA such
that the triples ða; b; cÞ and ða0; b; cÞ are edges of H whenever ðb; cÞAP: Let G00
denote the bipartite graph on B,C whose edges are the elements of P: By Lemma
A.3, G00 contains a matching M with t edges or a star with t edges. In the former case,
the set all of triples of the form ða; b; cÞ and of the form ða0; b; cÞ; with fb; cgAM;
form a copy of K
ð3Þ
2;t inH; a contradiction. In the latter case, we obtain a K2;t in Gi or
G0j ; according as the center of the star is jAB; or iAC: As HG0 contains no K2;t in any
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Gi; by Claim 3, this is a contradiction. So eðHGÞoðt  1=2Þn2; and the proof of
Claim 4 is complete. &
We now complete the proof of Theorem 4.2. First suppose tX3: Recall that
G ¼PGi and HG is the subgraph of G remaining on deleting edges from G using
Claim 3. Let D denote the number of edges deleted in Claim 3. Thus, using Claims 3
and 4,
eðHÞp eðHGÞ þ D
o ðt  1=2Þn2 þ 4ðt  1Þ2 t  1
2
 
þ 1
 
n
2
 
o t  1=2þ 2ðt  1Þ2 t  1
2
 
þ 1
  
n2:
For t ¼ 2; by Claims 3 and 4, we ﬁnd eðHÞo3 n
2
 þ 3
2
n2: &
Remark. Corollary 1.3 can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.2, using the
generalization of Lemma 4.1 to r-partite subgraphs of r-uniform hypergraphs, due to
Erdo+s and Kleitman [4], and using Lemma 5.2 in [6].
5. Upper bound for exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þ
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. It sufﬁces to prove that zðn; K ð3Þs;t Þoc0s;tn31=s: Let A; B; C be
the three parts of size n of a 3-partite K
ð3Þ
s;t -free triple-systemH: Suppose thatH has
more than c0s;tn
31=s triples, where c0s;t is deﬁned as the smallest integer for which
every bipartite graph with parts X and Y of size n with more than c0s;tn
21=s edges
contains a Ks;t with t vertices in X and s vertices in Y : Note that c
0
s;t is independent of
n; since the number of edges between X and Y must satisfy
X
vAY
dðvÞ
s
 
pðt  1Þ jX j
s
 
:
Partition the elements of A  B into n matchings M1;y; Mn; and let Hi be the
subhypergraph of H induced by those edges that contain some pair of Mi: By the
pigeonhole principle, Hi has more than c
0
s;tn
21=s edges for some i: Let Gi be
the graph on vertex set B,C; with edge set fðb; cÞ: (a; ða; b; cÞAEðHiÞg: Then by
the choice of c0s;t; we conclude that Gi contains a copy of Ks;t with t vertices in B and s
vertices in C; which extends via Mi to a K
ð3Þ
s;t in H: This contradiction proves
zðn; K ð3Þs;t Þoc0s;tn31=s: &
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6. Upper bound for exðn; K ð3Þ3;t Þ
We will use the techniques of Section 4 to prove Theorem 1.5. Because our bounds
should be thought of as asymptotic results, we omit ceiling and ﬂoor symbols in this
section. As in Section 4, we use Lemma 4.1 to obtain Theorem 1.5 from the following
theorem:
Theorem 6.1. For nXt;
zðn; K ð3Þ3;t Þot5n13=5:
Proof. LetH be a 3-partite triple system, each part of which is a copy of ½n	; labeled
A; B; C: As in the proof of Theorem 4.2, deﬁne the graphs Gi ¼ GiðA; BÞ; G ¼
GðA; BÞ; G0i ¼ G0iðA; CÞ and G0 ¼ G0ðA; CÞ: Partition A; B; and C into m ¼ n2=5
disjoint sets A1; A2;y; Am; B1; B2;y; Bm; and C1;y; Cm respectively, so that all sets
have size n=m ¼ n3=5: We deﬁne DðAiÞ to be the 3-graph (with multiple edges) on Ai
such that SCAi is an edge of DðAiÞ whenever S is an edge of D3;tðGjÞ ¼ DðGjÞ; for
each jA½n	: We deﬁne DðBiÞ on vertex set Bi similarly. The ﬁrst claim is similar to
Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 4.2:
Claim 1. Any member of Að3Þ,Bð3Þ forms a part of a copy of a K3;t in Gi for at most
t  1 integers iA½n	:
By using Lemma A.4 in the appendix, we prove the following claim in a similar
way to Claim 2 in Theorem 4.2. The case t ¼ 3 also follows in this way.
Claim 2. For tX3 and iA½m	; DðAiÞ and DðBiÞ have edge-multiplicity at most
1
2
ðt  1Þ4:
Claim 3. We may remove at most 2t5m2 n=m
3
 
edges from G,G0 so that, for all iA½n	
and j; k; lA½m	; the resulting graph contains no copy of Ks;t in GiðAj; BkÞ or G0iðAj ; ClÞ:
Proof. Fix j; kA½m	 and let Hi ¼ GiðAj; BkÞ: By the Main Lemma, we may remove at
most teðD3;tðHiÞÞ edges from Hi to obtain a K3;t-free graph. As DðAjÞ and DðBkÞ
have edge-multiplicity at most 1
2
ðt  1Þ4; the number of edges which may be removed
to delete all copies of K3;t in the graphs Hi is at most
X
iA½n	
teðD3;tðHiÞÞpt  1
2
ðt  1Þ42 n=m
3
 
ot5 n=m
3
 
:
Repeating this argument for all pairs j; kA½m	; the number of edges removed from G
is at most t5m2 n=m
3
 
: Applying a similar argument to G0 gives the same result for G0:
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The total number of edges removed from G,G0 is therefore at most 2t5m2 n=m
3
 
;
completing the proof of Claim 3. &
We let HG and HG0 denote the subgraphs of G and G
0 remaining after deleting the
edges from G and G0 in the application of Claim 3.
Claim 4. eðHGÞo3t2=3n7=3m2=3:
Proof. It is sufﬁcient to prove that ejk ¼ eðHGðAj; BkÞÞp3t2=3n7=3m4=3 for all
j; kA½m	: Suppose, for a contradiction, that ejk43t2=3n7=3m4=3: The average
codegree of pairs ðb; cÞ in Bk  C is then at least
1
jBkj jCj 
3t2=3n7=3
m4=3
X
3t2=3n1=3
m1=3
:
Consequently, the inequalities ab=bbp a
b
 
oð3aÞb=bb; and convexity of binomial
coefﬁcients yield,
X
ðb;cÞABkC
codegðb; cÞ
3
 
X
n2
m
 3t
2=3n1=3m1=3
3
 !
4t2
n3
m2
¼ t2m n
3
m3
4t2m
n=m
3
 
:
This implies the existence of a set PCBk  C of t2m pairs and vertices a1; a2; a3AAj
such that the triples ðai; b; cÞ are edges of H whenever ðb; cÞAP and iA½3	: Let G00
denote the bipartite graph on Bk,C whose edges are the elements of P: By Lemma
A.3, G00 contains a matching M with t edges or a star with tm edges. In the former
case, the set of all triples ðai; b; cÞ with ðb; cÞAM and iA½3	 form a copy of K ð3Þ3;t
in G: In the latter case, depending on where the center of the star lies, we
obtain either
(i) a copy of K3;mt in GiðAj; BkÞ entirely contained HG; or
(ii) a copy of K3;mt in G
0
iðAj; CÞ entirely contained in HG0 :
In case (ii), the pigeonhole principle implies that for some lA½m	; there is
ðii0Þ a copy of K3;t in G0iðAj; ClÞ entirely contained in HG0 :
Both (i) and ðii0Þ give contradictions, as all such subgraphs were removed from
G,G0 in the application of Claim 3. Therefore ejko3t2=3n7=3m4=3; as required. This
completes the proof of Claim 4. &
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We now count the number of edges inH: Recalling that m ¼ n2=5; this number is
at most
eðHGÞ þ 2t5m2
n=m
3
 
o 3t2=3n7=3m2=3 þ 2t5m2 n
3
6m3
o 3t2=3n39=15 þ 1
3
t5n32=5ot5n13=5:
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5. &
Remarks.
* Since we believe that the exponent 13=5 in Theorem 1.5 can be improved to 7=3;
we have made no attempt to optimize the constants in the proof above.
* This approach gives the upper bound exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þocs;tn32=½ðs1Þ
2þ1	 for all sX3; but
the bound exðn; K ð3Þs;t Þoc0s;tn31=s in Theorem 1.4 is better for s43:
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Appendix
The following two results are due to Fu¨redi (Lemma 3.1 in [6]):
Proposition A.1. Let B be a hypergraph, possibly with multiple edges, in which
degBðvÞ4jGBðvÞj for every vertex v: Then eðBÞXnðBÞ:
Proof. We prove this by induction on nðBÞ: Let v be any vertex of B; and let V be
the vertex set of B: Let B0 be the hypergraph with vertex set V 0 ¼ V  GBðvÞ  fvg
and edge set fB-V 0: BAEðBÞ; B-V 0a|g: Then, by hypothesis and induction
applied to B0;
eðBÞXdegBðvÞ þ eðB0Þ4degBðvÞ þ nðB0Þ ¼ nðBÞ  1:
This completes the proof. &
Lemma A.2. Let sX2; and let B1; B2;y; Bk be sets of size at least s: Then
[
iA½k	
B
ðsÞ
i

X
1
s
[
iA½k	
Bi

:
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Proof. Form a hypergraph B with vertex set
S
iA½k	 Bi and edge set
S
iA½k	 B
ðsÞ
i : Then,
as jBijXs for iA½k	; every vertex in B has degree at least one, so we have
nðBÞ ¼ SiA½k	 Bi pPvAB degBðvÞ ¼ s  eðBÞ: &
Lemma A.3. Let G be a simple bipartite graph with at least ðm  1Þðs  1Þ þ 1 edges.
Then G contains a matching with m edges or a star with s edges.
Proof. If every vertex of G has degree less than s; then we require at least m vertices
to cover all the edges of G: Hence, by the Ko¨nig–Egerva´ry Theorem (see [13, p. 112]),
G has a matching with at least m edges. &
Lemma A.4. Let t4sX2; mXs; and let G be an s-graph with eðGÞXm t1
s
 þ 1
and edge-multiplicity at most m: Then G contains t vertices, each incident
with a different edge of G: If s ¼ t; then the same conclusion holds as long
as eðGÞXs:
Proof. The case s ¼ t is trivial, so we focus on t4s: Fixing mXsX2; we will prove the
lemma by induction on t4s: We may assume eðGÞ ¼ m t1
s
 þ 1 and G contains no
isolated vertices. Let G be the bipartite graph whose parts are the vertex set A of G
and the edge set B of G and a vertex of G is joined to all the edges of G containing it.
Thus every vertex in B has degree s: Therefore jGGðXÞjXjX j for all XCB with
jX jps:
Suppose that t ¼ s þ 1: If jGGðXÞjXs þ 1 for some XCB with jX j ¼ s þ 1; then
we can apply Hall’s Theorem to the bipartite graph induced by X,GGðXÞ: This
gives s þ 1 ¼ t elements in B matched to t elements in A: However, such an X exists
since eðGÞXmþ 1; implies that jGðBÞjXs þ 1; and this yields a set X 0CB with jX 0j ¼ 2
and jGðX 0ÞjXs þ 1: Now X 0 can be extended to a set X as required. We may therefore
assume that tXs þ 2:
If some vertex v of G has degree at most m t2
s1
 
; then we remove v from G
to obtain a graph G0 with at least m t2
s
 þ 1 edges. By induction, there exists
a set E of t  1 edges in G0 and a set S of t  1 vertices, each incident with a
different edge in E: As v is not an isolated vertex in G; we may select any
edge incident with v; distinct from any edge in E: Then S,fvg is the required
set of t vertices of G: We therefore suppose G contains no vertex of degree
at most m t2
s1
 
:
This implies that for any XCA; sjGðX ÞjXm t2
s1
 jX jXsjX j: By Hall’s Theorem, we
may ﬁnd a matching of A into B: As eðGÞ4m t1
s
 
and G has edge-multiplicity at
most m; G has at least t vertices. Therefore the vertex set of G satisﬁes the
requirements of the lemma when tXs þ 2: &
This lemma is best possible as shown by the complete s-graph on t  1 vertices
with every edge repeated m times.
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